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RRCustoms is a company associated with the automotive industry for 
over 20 years. At the beginning the company has been focused on 
service activity, especially in car detailing, car wrapping and custom cars 
construction. We've gained a lot of experience related to the industry 
over the years. RR Customs brand became recognizable in motoring 
community. The next steps of evolution was making of trade offer, then 
starting of our own production of car parts and accesories.

Currently RRCustoms is leading producer of car cosmetics, polishing pads, 

wheel spacers and automotive window films. Over 90% of production takes 

place in Poland, in our factories in Kielce. We have our own chemical 

laboratory in which we develop new product formulas. We are proud of 

providing a premium class products in attractive price range. All our 

products are the result of experience, professionalism and passion for the 

automotive industry. We sell them in over 30 countries but we focus above 

all, for development and introducing more products to offer, also 

conquering new markets.

Meeting the expectations of our demanding clients, we still improve our 

own recipes. In the coming years we plan to build new production plants 

and warehouses to begin non European markets expansion.



CLASSIC
A series of pads with the most universal shape. Thanks to the rounded edges ideal for working 
on flat and slightly concave surfaces. The highest quality foam used for production allows the 
most effective use of the paste on every surface. Five millimeter milling cutter on the fastening 
side and reduced circumference significantly increase comfort when polishing at a concave. 
CLASSIC pads are produced in three diameters and in six degrees of hardness easy to identify 
thanks to markings color.

Available diameters: 80mm, 135mm, 150mm
Available width: 25mm
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CLASSIC DA
The series is adapted to work with Dual Action machines. Centrally located hole allows 
better ventilation of the backing plate and prevents clumping and crystallization of 
paste particles in the middle part of the pad due to orbital movement.

Available diameters: 80mm, 135mm, 150mm
Available width: 25mm
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The series is adapted to work with Dual Action machines. Centrally located hole allows 
better ventilation of the backing plate and prevents clumping and crystallization of 
paste particles in the middle part of the pad due to orbital movement. 

Available diameters: 80mm, 135mm, 150mm
Available width: 25mm
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PRO DA

PRO
Pads shaped to facilitate polishing precision. Perfect for work on flat surfaces and at 
the edges. A special pad profile with trapezoidal cross section provides perfect 
precision of work at the edges and bends. Larger pad base area ensures maximum 
stability of the polishing machine (especially recommended for Dual Action 
machines). The highest quality foam used for production allows for maximum 
effective use of the paste on each surface. The sloping edge makes it easier to work 
the machine in hard to reach places. PRO pads are produced in three diameters and 
in six degrees of hardness easy to identify thanks to color markings.

Available diameters: 80mm, 135mm, 150mm
Available width: 25mm
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Pads with a wavy shape work surface. The corrugated profile minimizes formation of 
swirls marks and holograms. The highest quality foam used for production allows for 
maximum effective use of the paste on any surface. Notched tabs facilitate working on 
slightly convex surfaces. WAVE pads are produced in three diameters and in six 
degrees of hardness that are easy to identify due to color markings.

Available diameters: 80mm, 135mm, 150mm
Available width: 25mm
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WAVE

The unique, easy-to-follow pad design is created for work on soft varnishes Zigzag has better 
heat dissipation through the shape of the incision, making it also great on freshly varnished 
elements. Recommended for work with One Step pastes or the so-called second step pastes. 
Produced only in one hardness (medium soft). For use on a rotary machine only (orbital 
machines are not recommended)

Available diameters: 80mm, 135mm, 150mm
Available width: 25mm
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ZIGZAG



HEXA
The hexagonal pattern facilitates and accelerates the enhancement of gloss and 
increases the air flow and cooling properties, while ensuring an even cut. The edges of 
the pattern allow you to work out abrasive particles better, which translates into more 
effective ones use of paste, and thanks to the cuts we have better temperature control 
during work. The rounded pad profile with the pattern, increases polishing efficiency 
on arcs and contours allowing smoother work in hard to reach places. The pattern is 
especially recommended for working with a rotary machine, it is also recommended 
for working with orbital machines.

Available diameters: 80mm, 135mm, 150mm
Available width: 25mm
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A series of small pads designed for special polishing work precision. They work great 
with pneumatic, rotary and Dual Action machines. They are characterized by extremely 
high handling precision thanks to the straight edges of the side walls and proportionally 
reduced height in relative to their larger counterparts. The cylindrical shape enables 
precise polishing and accurate guidance in the most demanding and inaccessible 
areas. MICRO / NANO are perfect for renovating: varnished decorative strips, interior 
decorations, thresholds / recesses and other details. Supreme quality foam used for 
production allows for maximum efficiency use of paste on any surface.

Available diameters:  50mm, 33mm
Available width:10 mm
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MICRO/NANO



Pads designed to remove scratches, matting or stains from the glass surface, metal, stone, wood 
and very hard plastics. Working layer made only of pressed fiber of high quality wool, ensures 
maximum durability and efficiency of polishing hard surfaces. Fastening with special layer 
polyamide velor together with a suitable adhesive guarantee the felt pad highest quality and 
durability. We recommend using a hard backing plate. The felt pad is not recommended for 
polishing very soft metals and galvanic coatings. Perfect when working with Glass Polishing Paste.

Available diameters: 125mm, 70mm
Available width:  5mm
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FELT PAD

RRC blue polishing pads have the highest hardness.
They are designed for effective removal of matting and deep scratches from hard surfaces, varnishes and 
plastics. Thanks to the use of closed-cell foams, they are perfect for working with so-called first step pastes 
like SUPER HEAVY CUT and HEAVY CUT. Perfect for preparing surfaces for the next stages polishing.

RRCustoms pads density scale

RRC white polishing pads are characterized by high hardness.
They are intended for removing deep scratches and mattes. The foam structure allows you to work with 
pastes HEAVY CUT and MEDIUM CUT. They work well when cutting medium hard varnishes and at polishing 
hard varnishes.

RRC orange polishing pads have medium hardness.
They are designed to remove deep scratches and matting on soft varnishes and plastics and for polishing 
medium hard varnishes. The foam structure perfectly holds the paste on the pad surface allowing it complete 
work out. Perfect for cooperation with MEDIUM CUT type pastes. They can be used for ONE STEP corrections.

RRC yellow polishing pads are also medium hard pads.
They are intended for polishing medium-hard and soft varnishes and plastics. They are characterized most 
optimal construction of foam cells enabling perfect work with ONE STEP correction or work at the polishing 
stage.

RRC red polishing pads are characterized by medium softness.
They are intended for polishing very soft varnishes and plastics and for finishing hard varnishes. Designed to 
work with  polishing and finishing pastes. Perfectly they work well with all-in-one preparations and dedicated 
3in1 pastes.

RRC black polishing pads are soft pads.
They are intended for surface finishing with anti-hologram and SUPER FINISH pastes. They serve primarily all 
to quickly get rid of swirl marks or holograms on varnish and plastic. Super soft, open-cell foam structure also 
allows the use of glaze, wax cleaners and mechanical wax application. Designed to achieve a "mirror effect" at 
the finishing stage.
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rrc pads

RRC PADS is a series of pads for professional polishing. They are made with the greatest precision, from best 
quality components. Valued for strength and quality of workmanship. Each pad is subjected to rigorous 
tensile and temperature control. Production takes place on specialized CNC machines improving the quality 
of the final product. All models allow for mechanical polishing and grinding of surfaces using polishing 
pastes and matting pastes. Solid velor ensures the strongest fastening, increasing comfort and safety of 
use. Pads can be used both wet and dry at speeds of 600-2500 RPM for rotary machines and 2000-5500 
OPM for Dual Action type machines.


